




Teachers 



THE TURKISH ART OF MARBLING (EBRU) 

                        Marbling is the art of creating 
colorful patterns by sprinkling and brushing 
color pigments on a pan of oily water and 
then transforming this pattern to paper. The 
special tools of the trade are brushes of 
horsehair bound to straight rose twigs, a 
deep tray made of unknotted pinewood, 
natural earth pigments, cattle gall and 
tragacanth.  



EBRU 

• It is believed to be invented in the 
thirteenth century in Turkistan. This 
decorative art then spread to China, India 
and Persia and Anatolia. Seljuk and 
Ottoman calligraphers and artists used 
marbling to decorate books, imperial 
decrees, official correspondence and 
documents.  



EBRU 

• New forms and techniques were perfected 
in the process and Turkey remained the 
center of marbling for many centuries. Up 
until the 1920's, marblers had workshops 
in the Beyazit district of Istanbul, creating 
for both the local and European market, 
where it is known as Turkish marble paper. 



Materials 



Introduction 

Marbling has been used to decorate paper for 
centuries. The Victorians were particularly 
fond of it. You may see it used on the inside 
covers of old books. 
 
Here's the Show Me guide to making your 
own marbled paper. 



Introduction 

• You will need: 

• Lots of old newspaper to protect your table 

• A large tray with deep sides  

• A large jug of cold water .( -kitre- prepared  a day ago) 

• Some marbling paint or marbling ink in different colours (you can buy this 
in craft shops) 

• Pieces of paper or card (small enough to fit in the tray) 

• A stick ( cubuk- biz) 

• Comb. ( rake- tırmık) 

• Here's what to do: 
 
First, pour water into the tray until it's 1-2cm deep. 



Introduction 

Next, add some drops of paint to the water a few at a time. Here we started 
with blue and added drops of silver, red and yellow. 
 
Using the tip of the pencil, move the paint around the tray until all the 
colours mix round each other in a feathery pattern. 

 

Choose a piece of paper which is small enough to fit into the tray. 

 



Introduction 

• We're using a white envelope here, but you can try all kinds of paper and 
card, and experiment to find out what works best. 

• Place your paper into the tray by rolling it down on to the surface of the 
water. 



Introduction 

• Make sure the paper is completely flat, floating on the water. 

• Don't let the paper go under the water. 
 

• Next, gently lift the far end of the paper and roll the paper back from the 
water. 
 



Introduction 

You should see all the paint in the tray coming away onto the paper. 
And here's the result! Beautiful. 

Leave your marbled paper lying flat on some newspaper until it's completely 
dry. 
Once it's dry, you can use it for all kinds of things - wrapping paper, gift tags 
or greetings cards. 
And here we made a colourful sunburst pattern on a brown envelope. 
 



Introduction 

You get this effect by dripping each different colour of paint inside the 
previous one, then dragging the tip of the pencil from the centre of the 
paint outwards. 

You can get different effects by changing what you use to drag the paint with 
- why not try using the handle of a teaspoon, a plastic comb or a feather? 

 



Samples 
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Lets make it… 



Lets make it… 



Lets make it… 



Lets make it… 



Lets make it… 



It’s OK… 



Progress Steps 



Progress Steps 



Thank You… 




























